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66 (Clains. (C. 262-34.) 
Wiy invention relates to carburetors such as are I am aware that it has been proposed hereto 

inow employed for the engines of automobiles, and fore to provide positively operated aeans for in 
the like, and it is more particularly concerned jecting fuel during opening of the carburetor 
With the matter of securing the proper fuel feed throttle for accelerating the engine, but devices 

5 for acceleration of the engine. of this character, as known in the prior art, have 5. 
The present tendency in automobile develop- one fundamental defect in that they do not pro 

inent is to redesign the engine to provide greater vide a definite quantity of fuel for a given dis 
power and, particularly, more rapid acceleration placement of the throttle. a prior devices with 
of the vehicle for a given weight. There is also which an familiar, an excessive amount of fuel 

it a tendency to extend the range of operating is discharged from the nozzle when it is not 
Speeds of the engine. For securing a greater needed. 
amount of power and higher speed, a large car- According to my invention, provide &n ac 
bureting opening and intake passageway is de- celerating mechanism which discharges a given 
sirable, but this affects adversely the ability of volume of fuel for a given opening of the throttle 

25 the engine to accelerate the vehicle with car- in such a manner as to meet the requirements of 
buretors now known. A carburetor and its en- the engine for acceleration more accurately than 
gine must for best results be considered as a, is provided by devices of the prior art. 
unit. in the preferred form of my invention, pro 

in order to secure maximum horsepower at vide a pump having a given volumetric discharge 
20 high Speed, it is necessary to use a large size for a given change in throttle position independ- 2 

carburetor and intake manifold. Thereby, the ently, or substantially independently, of the 
horsepower at high speed is materially increased, rate at which the throttle position is changed. 
and the change does not affect to any great extent Furthermore, in the preferred form of my inven 
the wide open throttle performance at low speed, tion, repeated rapid operations of the throttie 

23 assuming that the engine is running at any given will not flood the carburetor with liquid fuel. 25 
Speed with wide open throttle. However, this According to my invention the accelerating fuel 
change greatly impairs the flexibility and ac- discharge is prolonged beyond the opening ino 
celeration of the engine at low speed, and ac- tion of the throttle to which it corresponds. 
celeration becomes the most troublesome prob- That is to say, the discharge of the accelerating 

30 lem in the running of the engine. The necessity fuel increment is spread over a considerable pe 
for an increased size of carburetor and intake riod of time instead of being dumped into the 
passageway is well appreciated by those skilled in . air stream in a lump. In the preferred form of 
the art in that a very low vacuum is desirable my invention this is secured by energizing a 
in the intake manifold at high speeds in order spring which recoils or deemergizes through an 

35 to provide maximum volumetric efficiency. element involving the displacement of liquid from 85 
This requirement of very low vacuum at wide a chamber through a restricted outlet. The 

open throttle on high speed necessitates a large spring is energized at the opening of the throttie. 
venturi in the plain tube type of carburetor, or a Its recoil rate is independent of its energizing 
ight Spring in an expanding type of carburetor. rate. 

40. Such a construction automatically permits of the The motion of the opening of the throttle is 40 
maintenance of a very low vacuum at wide open transmitted to a valve element which opens an 
throttle on low. Speed, and by the same token auxiliary or supplementary passageway for fuel 
it reduces the suction at the fuel nozzle to a mini- in addition to the main fuel feed passageway. 
num. Furthermore, it reduces the suction on The timed recoil of the spring closes that valve. - 

45 the nozzle further when the engine is running at During the open position of the valve the aux- 5 
idle Speeds with substantially closed throttle. iliary passageway supplies fuel for accelerating 

It is well known that an automobile engine will purposes. This fuel may be supplied in either 
pull constantly at a very low speed with wide or both of the following ways, first, by Suction 
open throttle, but will not respond, assuming the from the float chamber past said valve, second, 
same construction, should the throttle be sud- by directing the liquid discharged by the spring so 
denly opened from a closed or idling position, un- from said chamber into said supplementary pas 
less it is aided by some accelerating device which sageway. W 
supplies an extra amount of fuel to the carbu- The element which provides for such slow dis 
retor to compensate for the tendency of the fuel placement of liquid from a chamber is essentially 
from the main jet to lag behind the air, a timing element or a dash-pot, but its discharges 
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may be utilized for supplying the accelerating 
charge and then it is at the same time a pump. 
The carburetor of my invention provides, in 

addition to the means for securing extra fuel 
feed for acceleration purposes, means for com 
pensating the flow of liquid fuel to meet the re 
quirements of the carburetor at wide open throt 
tle. In other words, in addition to the accelerat 
ing feature, I provide in conjunction therewith a 
Compensating feature. 
Now, in order to acquaint those skilled in the 

art with the manner of constructing and operat 
ing a device embodying my invention, I shall de 
Scribe in connection with the accompanying draw 
ing a specific embodiment of the same. 
In the drawing: 
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic sectional view of a 

carburetor embodying my invention; 
Fig. 2 is a horizontal section taken on the line 

2-2 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a diagrammatic sectional view of a 

modification; 
Fig. 4 is a like diagrammatic sectional view of 

another modification; 
Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic sectional view of a 

modified form of pump and valve element; 
Fig. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view of a 
ified form of accelerating compensating de 
Ce: 
Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic sectional view of a 

further embodiment of the invention; and 
Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic sectional view of a 

further embodiment. 
Referring first to the embodiment shown in 

Figs. 1 and 2, the carburetor comprises essential 
ly a body having certain passageways there 
through and provided with movable parts ap 
purtenant to the passageways. The body f has 
an air inlet at 2 communicating through a con 
strictedVenturi shaped passageways with the out 
let opening 4. The outlet opening 4 is surrounded 
by the usual attaching flange 5 by which the car 
buretor is supported from the intake manifold of 
the engine. The outlet 4 is controlled by butter 

disfy throttle valve 6 mounted on a rotating shaft 
having suitable bearings in bosses formed on 

the side of the carburetor body. The throttle 
valve may be of any preferred type. 
The carburetor is provided with a liquid fuel 

60 chamber 8 which may be integra with or formed 
Separately from the main body f The fuel 
chamber 8 is provided with a cover member 9 se. 
cured as by suitable screws fe over the top of 
the fuel chamber. A float f is hinged at 2 in 

sis side the fuel chamber, and this float controls a 

75 

float valve 3 governing an admission port 4 
communicating with a source of liquid fuel 
through the supply pipe S. Any other suitable 
means for regulating the inflow of liquid fuel to 
the constant level chamber 8, or to hold the 
itherein Substantially constant, may be pro 
The carburetor body is provided with a fuel 

discharge nozzle 6 terminating within the ven 
turi constriction 3 slightly above the most re 
stricted part. Obviously, this nozzle may be 
made integral or as a separate part, as is well 
known to those skilled in the art. It may com prise a single passage or a plurality of passages. 
The nozzle is contains a vertical passageway 7 
connunicating at its lower end with a lateral 
passageway 8, this passageway 8 branching to 
provide communication through the controllable 
Or regulable port 9 with the constant level 
chamber 8, and communicating by way of a con 

2,141,594 
trollable or regulable constriction 20 with a cyl 
inder or chamber 2. The restriction 20 is formed 
as a renovable plug having a drilled passageway 
therethrough. By Substituting plugs, the size of 
the restriction may be adjusted. This cylinder or 
chamber 2 has a passageway 22 leading to the 
bottom of the float chamber 8, but which pas 
sageway 22 is normally closed by valve member 23 
on the lower erid of a stem or plunger 24. The 
port 9 is controlled by an adjustable needle 
valve 25 in a manner known to those skilled in 
the art. Y 

. The vertical fuel passageway communicates 
intermediate its ends with a horizontal passage 
way 26 through a controllable restriction 27 with 
a vertical passageway 28. The passageway 28 
leads to the idling discharge opening or nozzle 
29 above the throttle, and it has communication 
with an air inlet opening 30 below the throttle 
communicating with the space between the noz 
zle 6 and the throttle valve 6, commonly termed 
the mixing chamber 3f. w - 
The vertical passageway 28 is preferably pro 

vided with a restriction at 32 just below the 
point at which the air inlet 30 joins the vertical 
paSSageWay. 
A second air inlet leading to the outside 

of the carburetor body is also provided to admit 
air from the outside, although the opening 33 may 
be dispensed with upon making proper provision 
for the entry of air at the opening 3D. It is con 
templated within the construction shown that 
these openings 30, 29 and 33 may be adjustable 
as desired. 
The parts of the carburetor thus far described 

provide for the normal function of introducing a 
predetermined amount of liquid fuel into the 
air flow passing into the intake manifold for both 
idling and for normal running. During idling 
the throttle valve 6 is closed, or substantially 
closed, and liquid fuel is drawn up through the 
vertical passageway 28 from the float chamber 
and discharged at the restriction 32 into the flow 
of air which passes in through the opening 30 
and into the opening 33, and is discharged at 
the opening 29 into the intake manifold above 
the throtte. 
Upon opening of the throttle the opening 30 is 

placed under suction at the same time that air 
passes around the edges of the throttle, and a 
greater amount of air and a greater amount of 
fuel are then supplied to the engine. At the same 
time, the current of air through the venturi 3 
tends to draw liquid fuel from the nozzle 6, so 
that for further open positions of the throttle , 
6 fuel may be discharged at both the nozzle 6 
and at the constriction 2 in the vertical passage 
way 28. Upon further open position of the throt 
tle 6 the main discharge of fuel occurs at the 
nozzle S and a reversal of flow through the ver 
tical passageway 28 may occur and air pass down 
through the constriction 2 and into the passage 
way. to reduce the flow of fuel out of said noz 
zle 6 and break up the same by the inflow of air. 

It. will be apparent to those skilled in the art 
that the nozzle S may be afr bled by other means 
than that shown, if so desired. 

If the setting of the needle wave. 25 is proper 
for providing a suitable mixture of air and liquid 
fuel for running at a given speed or speeds, it 
will be apparent that sudden opening of the throt 
tle B will admit to the intake manifold a quantity 
of air for which there is not a corresponding 
quantity of liquid fuel due to the friction of flow 
of the liquid fuel and due to the inertia of the 
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Same. This is particularly aggravated in case the 
Venturi 3 is of ample size to pass sufficient air at 
wide open throttle position. 
As a preferred means for securing a suitable 

discharge of fuel from the nozzle f upon opening 
of the throttle valve 6, I provide a cam 35 on the 
throttie shaft for operating a lever 36 pivoted 
at 3’ to the body of the carburetor. The lever 
36 at its free end is suitably connected to the rod 
3 winich extends down through the cover 9 and 
is connected by a pivotai joint 38 to a plunger 39 
Which is guided within a cylindrical guide 40. In 
the form shown in Figs. and 2, the guide 46 is a 
complete cylinder formed as an integral part of 
the cover member 9, but obviously this may be 
varied. The plunger 39 acts like a piston guided 
in the guide 40, fitting closely within said guide 
80 and providing on its interior the chamber or 
cylinder 38. This chamber has cylindrical walls 
and forms a cylinder for the piston 42, which 
piston is connected to the upper end of the hol 
low stem 2. The stem 23 has a passageway 43 
communicating with the interior of the cylinder 
&A and having a discharge opening & extending 
out laterally, and when the parts are in the posi 
tion shown in Figs. i and 2, said port opens into 
the bottom of the float chamber 8. The stem 23 
is preferably threaded into the piston 32 and the 
head 23 of the stem forms a valve normally clos 
ing the passageway 22, as previously referred to. 
The piston 32 bears, a pin 45, the length of which 
is adjusted to engage the head of the cylinder 3 
when the same is moved down to a position corre 
sponding to substantially wide open throttle. 
A spring 36 bearing against the bottom of the 

piston 42 and the botton Wall of the float cham 
ber 8 tends to close the valve 23 by raising the 
piston and stern until said valve 23 closes the 
port; 22. 
The stem 23 preferably has clearance in the 

port 22 for a purpose later to be described, but 
it is within the scope of my invention to have 
the stem 28 fitting closely in said port 22. 
A spring 3 surrounding the rod 3 tends to 

raise the lever 36 and connected parts until up 
Ward notion is stopped by engagement with the 
can 33. 
The operation of these parts is as follows: 
Assume that the parts are in the condition 

shown, and that the carburetor is supplied with . 
fuel and attached to the engine, the engine may 
idle with the valve 6 closed, as shown, and when 
it is desired to accelerate the engine the shaft 
is turned by any suitable means, as is Well known 
to those skilled in the art, to open the valve 6. 
Such opening movement rotates the shaft and 
causes the cam 35 to depress the lever 36, swing 
ing it about its pivot 3', and in turn causing the 
lever to force the plunger member 39 downwardly, 
this plunger member containing the cylinder 4. 
The first result of depressing the plunger 39 is to 

O 
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Sageways 43 and 44. 

place the liquid in the chamber 4f under pressure 
and to tend to expel the same through the pas 

Such downward pressure 
compresses the spring 46 and causes the discharge 
opening 44 to be forced below the wall in which 
the opening 22 is formed, discharging liquid fuel 
from said port 44 into the chamber 2, and thence 
through the restriction 20 and into the fuel pas 
sageways 8 and T. At the same time, the de 
pression of the plunger 39 tends to raise the level 
of liquid in the float chamber slightly. This ef 
fect may be controlled by suitable proportioning 
of the parts to secure an advantageous effect in 
raising the liquid level, or the said effect may be 

3. 
minimized to whatever degree desired. Since the 
liquid cannot immediately leave the chamber 4 
when the plunger 39 is depressed, the stem 243 will 
be carried down into the chamber 2 and the 
liquid fuel discharged from the opening 48. It 
is to be observed that the rate of discharge of 

5 

fuel from said opening 44 and into the feeding . 
passageway 8 is not directly dependent upon the 
rate of motion of opening of the valve 6, but is 
dependent upon the force exerted by spring 46. 
For example, assume that the valve 6 is suddenly 
thrown to a partially open position. The E. 36 
must Swing down and the plunger 39 be depressed, 
Since the cam 35 positively moves the lever 36. 
However, the piston & 2 is yieldably held by the 
Spring 46 and it can move downwardly. Hence, 
upon initial actuation of the lever 36 downwardly, 
the plunger 24 is projected into the well or cylin 
der 22, and the spring 46 being thereby com 
pressed raises the piston 42, discharging liquid 
fuel from the cylinder 4: through the restriction 
20 into the fuel passageway 8. Hence, upon 
initial opening of the throttle, fuel is immediately 
injected at the same instant that more air is ad 
Initted and there is a continuation of discharge 
after the initial motion which has caused it. This 
is highly beneficial in two ways; first, a definite 
quantity of fuel is discharged, depending upon 
the throttle position independently, of the rate 
at which the throttle is opened; and, second, the 
time required for the discharge of the predeter 
rained quantity of fuel according to throttle set 
ting is advantageous in preventing successive 
Operations of opening the throtte S from food 
ing the carburetor with additional injections of 
fuel. This discharge is spread over an appreci 
able period of time and thereby secures a bene 
ficial effect. The throttle valve 6 may be closed 
Without immediate filling of the chamber 3, 
Since the connection between the shaft and the 
lever 36 is an impositive and under certain condi 
tions a lost motion connection and successive 
quick opening, and closing of the throttle 6 will 
not discharge repeated charges of fuel, as in the 
case of devices of the prior art. 
There is, therefore, a definite quantity of liquid 

throttle opening. 
The pin 85 previously referred to acts as a stop 

between the head of the plunger 39 and the piston 
2 when the throttle is substantially wide open 

to open the valve 23 and to permit additional 
fuel to be drawn through the clearance between 
the stern 24 and the opening 22, thence, through 
the constriction 28 into the fuel Supply paSSage 
Way 8. There is a tendency at wide open throt 
tle for the air bled jet 6 to thin out the mixture 
to too great a degree, and a compensating flow 
of fuel through the constriction 20 into the fuel 
supply passageway 8 is provided to meet this 
tendency to form a mixture which is too lean. 

It will be observed that the projection of the 
plunger 24 into the well 2 has a displacing ef 
fect, forcing fuel out of said chamber 2 upon 
the initial movement. Such displacing effect of 
the plunger 24 may be largely relied upon for the 
accelerating discharge. In such event, the par 
ticular feature of preventing successive operations 
of the accelerating fuel feed mechanism for suc 
cessive operations of the throttle valve is secured, 
even though delayed discharge is, or is not, pres 
ent. . . 
I have shown in Fig. 3 an embodiment of cer 

tain features of my invention. In this case the 
guide 40 is formed separately from the float 
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fuel discharged corresponding to each increase of 
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4 
chamber 8. The stem 37, which depresses the 
plunger 39, is actuated by a bell crank lever 49, 
one arm of which, as shown at 50, comprises a 
Cam engaging a roller on the upper end of the 

O 

5 

55 

chamber 4. 
most prominent. It will also be observed that 

Stem 3 to depress the same. The lever 49 is 
pivoted on a rocking shaft 5 and is actuated by 
the same actuating rod 52 which is connected to 
the Operating arm 53 on the throttle shaft 7. 
The nozzle 6 has a separate vertical passage 

way 53. In the present form the passageway 53 is 
in parallel to the main fuel passageway f, and 
is connected to the chamber 2 so that the dis 
charge of fuel for acceleration is distinct from 
the normal discharge of fuel under suction con 
trol from the float chamber. Thus, instead of 
two branches to a single outlet, there are two 
passageways having separate outlets into the air 
Stream. This is optional. ' 
The plunger 24' is made of a size to secure a 

substantial displacement of fuel, as may be re 
quired, when the same is thrust down into the 
chamber 2. The space 8 within the cylindrical 
guiding chamber 40' below the plunger 39 con 
municates with the float chamber 8 through a 
passageway 54 which has sufficient retarding ef 
fect on return flow to secure a positive effect be 
low the piston 42, tending to prevent excessive 
leakage out of the caamber 2 back into the float 
chamber. The plunger 24' may be made with 
clearance about the opening 22 which it controls. 
The delayed effect is secured in the present in 
stance by leakage between the piston 42 and the 
walls of the cylinder of the plunger 39. That is 
to Say, depression of the plunger 39 causes de 
pression of the displacing plunger 24' to force 
fuel from the chamber 2 and, at the same time, 
force some fuel out of the chamber 4 around 
the piston 42, so that an immediate repetition of 
opening and closing of the throttle wave 6 tends 
to be less effective for discharging fuel until Suf 
ficient time has elapsed to permit filling of the 

In this. case the dash-pot effect is 

during the time that the plunger 24' is moving 
up to where the head or valve 23 closes of the 
passageway 22, there is a passageway open for 
fuel to be drawn from the float chamber through 
the clearance about the plunger 24, through the 
chamber 2, constriction 20, and out the passage 
way 53. This, however, is cut off by the valve 28 
as soon as the plunger 42 rises under the in 
fluence of the spring 46 to a point where the valve 
23 closes. 
" I have shown in Fig. 5 a construction of stem 
5 in which a substantial clearance is formed 
between said stem and the walls of the opening 22, 
and where it is intended that the opening of said 
clearance passageway by depression of the plung 
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er SE to move the valve 23 from the opening 22 
shall provigile a suction passageway through which 
fuel may be drawn by suction. That is to say, 
in this case the stem 5 is of relatively small 
displacement and has no great effect on displac 
ing liquid from the chamber 2, but it provides 
by opening the passageway 22 for liquid fuel to 
be drawn by suction during the time that such 
valve is open. I have shown these three different 
forms of plungers to indicate the different func 
tions which are emphasized by each. In the 
plunger 24, as shown in Fig. 1, the function which 
is emphasized is the positive discharge from the 
chamber 4 into the fuel supply passage by up 
ward movement of the piston 42 in the cylinder 
4. This gives a protracted discharge of a posi 
tive character. In Fig. 3 I have shown a plunger 

2,141,594. 

24' in which the discharge is secured substan 
tially by displacement of liquid by the plunger 
itself, and the piston 42 and cylinder if form 
essentially a dash-pot construction for preventing 
Successive operations from discharging too much 
fuel into the carburetor. In Fig. 5 the feature 
of permitting a by-pass to be opened for a pre 
determined time, corresponding to the extent of 
change of opening of the throttle valve, is em 
phasized. 
While in the embodiments shown in Figs. 1 and 

3, the plunger 39 is mechanically actuated by the 
throttle shaft. T, or the means which operates the 
throttle shaft , it is to be understood that this 
plunger may be operated by other means which li 
will secure depression of the plunger in accord 
ance with opening of the throttle valve. In Fig. 4 
I have shown a carburetor in which the plunger 
39 is depressed by a spring which is held under 
compression by the suction existing in the intake 
manifold. In this construction the guide 40 is 
extended upwardly, as indicated at SD, to form 
a cylinder in which a piston S is adapted to 
move. A compression spring 62 is disposed within 
the piston i? and it bears against the head 63 of 
the cylinder 60, tending to depress the piston G. 
at all times. The piston 6 f is connected to the 
plunger 39 by a connection or link 54. The cylin 
der 60 has a series of openings BS opening to the 
interior of the float chamber 8 above the liquid 
level. The space above the liquid level in each 
form shown herein communicates by way of a 
vent with atmosphere, although this feature may 
be varied without departing from my invention. 
Descent of plunger Bf tends to increase the air 
pressure on liquid in chamber 8. This may be 
utilized to assist in feeding additional fuel for 
acceleration. 
A passageway 67 is formed through the head 

of the cylinder 6, and this communicates through. A 
a passageway it with a suction port tS opening 
into the main passageway of the carburetor above 
the throttle valve it, so that the cylinder 60 is 
subjected to the suction prevailing in the intake 
passageway above the throttle valve 6. 4. 
The plunger has the chamber 4 forming 

a cylinder for the piston 42. The piston 42 has 
the hollow stem 24 passing down through an 
opening in the botton wall, indicated at 22, this 
opening being normally closed by the valve 23 is 
which forms the head of the plunger or rod 24. 
The piston 42 contains the stop pin 45 forming 
the compensating control, as in the previous em 
bodiment. The hollow rod 24 has the discharge 
port adapted to be plunged down into the 5 
chamber 2 and to discharge its accelerating 
charge through the controlling restriction 2 
in the branch passageway leading to the main 
passageway 8. 
The operation of the device shown in Fig. 4 is 

substantially the same as that shown in Fig. 1, 
with the exception that the plunger 3 is actu 
ated by the spring 2 acting under the control 
of suction in the intake manifold above the 
throttle. When the throttle is substantially closed 
the suction in the intake manifold above the 
throttle is a maximum and the piston S will be 
drawn up against the head 3 of the cylinder 68. 
The idling charge is drawn through the vertical 
passageway 28, air for the same passing in 
through the openings 3 and 33. When the 
throttle is opened the suction in the intake mani 
fold above the throttle will be reduced, and the 
spring 62 expands driving the plunger 39 down 
Wardly and discharging a part of the contents 7 
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of chamber A, as described in connection with 
isig, i. 
To secure best results the spring 62 must be 

proportioned to assume a definite position for a 
definite suction in the intake manifold. That is 
to say, the Spring pressure should vary as the 
Sane is expanded Or collapsed, so as to assume 
a definite position corresponding to a definite 
Suction. This proportioning of the spring to 
nake it take a corresponding set, for a given 

Suction may be accomplished in any Well known 
Inanner, as by forming it of Variable cross Section 
or variable diameter of coil, or by introducing a 
series of Springs of different lengths. 
The construction of the stem 23 and valve 23 

may be identical with that show: in Sig. 1, or it 
inay be as shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 5 or Eig. 6, de 
periding upon the characteristics desired. 

in Sig. 6 I have shown a Codified forth of 
device for providing the accelerating discharge. 
According to this construction a cylinder (), 
CO2.Inlinicating at top and botton with the goat 
chamber 8, is provided. The communication 
at the upper end is preferably ailove the liquid 
level, and the communication 58 at the over end 
is below the liquid level, preferably adjacent the 
bottom of the float chamber 3. A movable piston 
72 fits closely within the cylinder G. This piston 
is Iounted to slide on the stem 23, which stem 
at its lower end is drilled to provide a longitudinai 
passageway cornmunicating laterally at a 5 with 
the interior of the cylinder . . . The stern E3 has a 
shoulder or collar BS below the port. 5, and the 
spring 36' which engages at its upper end a collar 

on the plunger 3 tends to push the piston 
i2 down over the valve opening 25 to close the 
S2. Ine, the collar 6 tending to ixit further nove 
inent of the piston 2 on said stem. The Stein 3 
extends up to a pivot joint at 8 where it is cont 
nected to the operating arm. 36. The spring (3. 
tends to raise the pilunge 3 until the collar 
eiigages the cover nenber 9. When the collar 

is in engagement with the cover 9, the lower 
end of the rod 73 projects into and closes the port 
22, which port is an opening between the cylinder 
a 2 and the chamber 28. Bhe chamber 2 has the 
restricted outlet, as indicated at 26. The parts 
are shown in Fig. 6 as though the plunger 53 had 
just been depressed a short distance to permit 
the opening 75 to be exposed under the piston 2. 
The spring 86' has been compressed thereby and 
it tends to recoil and force the piston 2 down 
Ward, forcing liquid therefrom, a part of the liq 
uid being expelled through the passageway 53, 
and another part through the opening 55 into 
the passageway 4 in the hollow stem and down 
into the chamber 2A and through the restriction 
2. The passageway 56 in the present instance 
may be provided with a check wave E 9 if so 
desired. 
The stem 3 is provided with a reduced portion 

at 30 which is adapted to enter the port 22 when 
the throttle is in substantially wide open position 
for providing the compensating feed heretofore 
referred to. s 

in the present structure, that is, Fig. 6, opening 
of the throttle is accompanied by depression of 
the stem 73 and compression of the spring 36 
which, upon recoil, forces fuel through the hollow 
Sten until the piston 2 overtakes the port 5 

This prevents further pas 
Sage of fuel through this auxiliary by-pass in 
cluding the restriction 20, except upon substan 
tially wide open throttle position where the clear 
ance between the stern 3 and the ort 22 per 

S 
Inits liquid to be drawn through the passageway 
56, the clearance in the passageway 22, through 
the chamber 2 f, restriction 20, and into the air 
foW. 

This form of feeding device may be introduced 
in the form shown in Fig. 4 if so desired. Thus, 
Figure 8 represents a carburetor embodying the 
fuel feeding device of Figure 6, vacuum actuated 
after the manner of the device shown in Figure 4, 
and having a separate outlet into the mixing 
chamber, as in Figure 3. 
The carburetor shown in Figure 7 is formed 

merely by Substituting, in Figure 3, the accelera 
tion pump actuating means shown in Sigure 4, 
and requires no detailed explanation. The ref 
erence numerals applied to the various elements 
in this figure are the same as those used in Fig 
uires 3 and 4. 

It Will be observed that the accelerating device 
of my invention provides, irst, a, displacement 
effect of liquid useful in providing an accelerating 
discharge. the plunger 39 in being projected 
down into the liquid displaces a part of the same 
and tends to increase the level which assists in 
a discharge of a greater amount of fuel imme 
diately upon opening the throttle. Likewise, the 
projection of the stem 24, or 24 or 5S, displaces 
liquid in the chamber 24, also tending to supply 
additional fuel upon opening of the throttle. 
A second effect which is produced by the device 

of my invention is the Syringe effect of the cham 
ber (A discharging liquid down through the hollow 
Stem and discharge port & 8 when the rod or stem 
24 is plunged into the chamber 2 . This provides 
a protracted charge, that is, a discharge which 
occurs after the notion causing it initially has 
Ceased. This spreads the accelerating fuel 
Charge over an appreciable period of time and 
secures a new and highly beneficial mode of oper 
ation. 
A further effect is that of opening a by-pass 

around the normal fuel restriction 9 during the 
period of acceleration. That is to say, when the 
throttle valve 6 is further opened from any given 
position, the valve 23 is opened and, where clear 
ance is provided around the Same, fuel may be 
drawn through said clearance during the time 
that is required for the spring 45 to close the 
valve 23. This amounts to a time-interval during 
which a joy-pass is opened upon movement of the 
throttle to a further open position. 

In addition to the above effects, a further effect, 
is the compensating effect which is secured by 
opening the valve 23 by engagement of the plung. 
er $9 with the pins 45 when the throttle is moved 
in proximity to its wide open position. 

do not intend to be limited to the details 
shown or described, since the illustration is sub 
stantially diagrammatic. My invention provides 
certain new functions and I intend to claim 
broadly the means for securing the same. 

I claim:- 
1. In combination in a carburetor, an air pas 

Sage, a fuel Supply chamber, a fuel supply passage 
from the chamber to the air passage adapted to 
convey fuel drawn into the stream of air flowing 
in Said air passage, a throttle for said air pas 
Sage, a second fuel supply passage for delivering 
fuel from the fuel chamber into said air passage, 
a valve normally closing said second passage for 
preventing the drawing of fuel therethrough, 
means for jointly opening the throttle and said 
valve, means for closing the valve, said closing 
Ileans having a delayed action, and means for 
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positively holding the valve open when the throt 
tle is wide open. 

2. In a carburetor having a main air passage, 
a fuel supply chamber, a fuel supply passage from 
the chamber having an outlet into the air pas 
Sage, a fuel pump having a cylinder adapted to 
be filled from the fuel chamber and having a 
discharge passage communicating with the fuel 
Supply paSSage, Said cylinder having a piston 
fitting therein, a spring for actuating the piston 
to cause a discharge of fuel from the cylinder 
into Said fuel Supply passage, means to compress 
said Spring, and a valve controlling the discharge 
of the pump and opened upon compression of the 
Said Spring. 

3. In a carburetor, the combination of an air 
passage having a throttle, a fuel supply chamber, 
a fuel Supply passage from the chamber into the 
air passage, a second fuel Supply passage subject 
to suction by the air flow in the air passage, a 
valve normally closing off said latter passage to 
prevent fuel from being drawn through the same, 
means operated upon opening movement of the 
throttle independently of suction to open said 
valve, a definite time consuming means to close 
said valve independently of the throttle, said time 
consuming means comprising a spring actuated 
piston, and a discharge passage for conveying 
fuel displaced by said spring actuated piston into 
said Second fuel Supply passage. 

4. In a carburetor, the combination of an air 
passage having a throttle, a fuel supply chamber, 
a fuel Supply passage from the chamber into the 
air passage, a second fuel supply passage subject 
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to suction by the air flow in the air passage, a 
Valve normally closing off said latter passage to 
prevent fuel from being drawn through the same, 
means operated upon opening movement of the 
throttle to open said valve, a definite time con 
Sunning means to close Said valve independently 
of the throttle, said time consuming means con 
prising a spring actuated piston, a discharge pas 
Sage for conveying fuel displaced by said spring 
actuated piston into said second fuel Supply pas 
Sage, and means to hold said valve open when 
Said throttle is wide open. 

5. In a carburetor, the combination of an air 
passage having a throttle, a fuel Supply cham 
ber, a fuel supply passage from the chamber into 
the air passage, a second fuel supply passage sub 
ject to Suction by the air flow in the air passage, 
a valve normally closing of said latter passage 
to prevent fuel from being drawn through said 
Second fuel Supply passage, means operated upon 
opening movement of the throttle to open said 
valve, a definite time consuming means to close 
said valve independently of the movement of the 
throttle, and means to hold said valve open when 
said throttle is wide open. 

6. In a carburetor, the combination of an air 
passage having a throttle, a fuel Supply cham 
ber, a fuel supply passage from the chamber, an 
accelerating pump adapted to be filled from the 
fuel supply chamber and to discharge its fuel into 
the air passage, actuating means for moving said 
pump as a whole, and means energized by move 
ment of the pump as a whole for discharging a 
predetermined quantity of liquid from the pump 
in accordance with the extent of operation of 
said actuating means. 

7. In combination with a throttle controlled 
carburetor, an accelerating pump device com 
prising a piston member and a cylinder member 
movable downward as a whole by opening of the 
throttle, a pair of springs, one connected to the 

delivery passageway, 
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piston member and the other to the cylinder 
member, and both energized by downward move 
ment of the pump, a valve controlled by one of 
Said members and opened by downward nove 
ment of the pump, the recoil of one of Said 
Springs causing movement of the members to 
Ward each other to discharge fuel and finally 
closing the valve, the recoil of the other spring 
Separating the members to draw fuel into the 
pump. 

8. In a carburetor, a main air paSSage having 
a constriction, a throttle for said passage, a fuel 
Supply chamber having an Outlet, a fuel supply 
outlet Orifice for. Controlling the flow of fuel from 
Said Supply chamber, a fuel pump having a cylin 
der adapted to be filled from the fuel chamber 
and having a discharge port, a piston for the 
cylinder, a Spring for actuating the piston to 
cause a discharge of liquid from the cylinder, 
means to compress the Spring upon opening of 
the throttle, means for conducting the discharge 
of fuel from the Orifice and from the discharge 
port of the fuel pump into the constriction in 
the main air passageway, and a valve normally 
closing the discharge port of the pump while the 
carburetor is delivering mixture. 

9. In a carburetor having an air passageway, 
a Wenturi constriction therein, a throttle there 
for, means for feeding fuel into the stream of 
air in the Wenturi constriction comprising a fuel 
supply chamber, a regulable outlet orifice and 
a delivery passageway leading from said orifice 
into said venturi and terminating in a delivery 
orifice therein subjected to the suction in said 
venturi, and means for providing accelerating 
fuel to be supplied to the air stream upon sudden 
opening of the throttle comprising a branch pas 
sageway from the fuel Supply chamber to Said 

said branch passageway 
comprising a valve port, a movable valve member 
controlling said port, a Spring for moving Said 
valve to closed position and normally holding 
the same closed, and means for moving said valve 
member to open said port upon opening of the 
throttle, said means including a liquid dash pot, 

, the liquid discharged from Said dash pot passing 
through said valve port. 

10. In combination with a throttle controlled 
carburetor, accelerating means comprising a col 
lapsible chamber adapted to be filled with liquid 
fuel, said chamber having two ends, a member 
movable in one direction with the throttle con 
nected to one end of the chamber, a spring 
pressing against the other end of the chamber, a 
stem limiting the expansion of the Spring, and a 
valve controlling the discharge of the accelerat 
ing means, said valve being opened upon Com 
pression of the spring, the recoil of the spring 
slowly collapsing the chamber to discharge fuel 
therefrom, and thereafter closing said valve. 

11. The combination with a throttle controlled 
carburetor, and means for operating the throttle, 
of accelerating means comprising a piston mem 
ber and a cylinder member, a connection from 
the throttle operating means to one of said mem 
bers, a valve carried by the other of said mem 
bers, an accelerating fuel feed passage controlled 
by said valve, and a spring connected to the 
other of said members tending to move it toward 
the said one member and tending also to close 
Said valve. 

12. In combination with a throttle controlled 
carburetor and means for operating the throttle, 
of accelerating means comprising a collapsible 
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cooperating cylinder member mounted to have 
joint motion and individual relative motion, a 
valve port for accelerating fuel supply, and a 
valve member controlling said port and being 
Connected to one of Said members and nowable 
therewith, a, Spring for holding the said valve 
ciosed and forming a resilient abutment for the 
said one member, and a connection from the 
throttie operating ineans to the other member 
Whereby upon opening movement of the throttle 
the two members are jointly moved to energize 
the spring and open the said valve member, the 
recoil of the spring causing a protracted relative 
notion of the one inenber with respect to the 
other and a closing of said valve merhber. 

3. in corabination with a throttle controlled 
carietor haYing a throttle operating means, 
of 2in accelerating device comprising a collapsible 
chamber consisting of two elements, a valve for 
controlling accelerating fuel feed connected to 
one of the elements, a spring also connected to 
said ore eienera, and an in positive connection 
iformed in part by said collapsible chamber be 
tween said throttle operating means and said 
valve, said valve being opened and said spring 
energized y movement of said throttie operating 
nears to open the throttie, and said valve being 
closed by the recoil of said spring, the closing of 
said: gave being then delayed by the delayed es 
cape of the contents of said collapsible chamber. 

&. contination with a throttle controllied 
carietor afiing throttle operating raeans, of an 
accelerating dievice comprising a collapsible 
chariner consisting of a piston and a cylinder, a 
swinging ever adapted to be actuated in one di 
recio y Eine throttle operating means, and a 
spring for actuating it in the other direction, a 
3ink connecting the cylinder and the lever, a 
holiow stern for conveying the discharge of the 
charoer to the carburetor, a valve controlling 
said discharge, and a Spring energized by moves 
inerit of the chamber for moving the piston and 
cic sing said valve, whereby a protracted discharge 
is Secred fron said chanber. 

5. in contination with a throttie controlled 
careo having throttie operating means, an 
2.ccelerating fuel supply passageway having a 
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controlling valve, a spring for closing the same, a 
collapsible chamber forming a connection be 
tween tie throte operating neans and the valve 
for operitag the Wave and compressing the spring, 
said chamber collapsing under the pressure of the 
spring and permitting the valve to close, and 
means acting when the throttle approaches wide 
open position for permitting a continuous dis 
charge through said accelerating fuel passage. 

15. In a carburetor, a fuel supply chamber, an 
air passage. a throttle controlling the air passage, 
a fuel discharge passageway from the chamber 
leading into the air passage, an accelerating pump 
taking fuel from the chamber and discharging the 
same into the air passage, said pump being me 
chanically actuated upon opening the throttle to 
displace a definite volume of fuel therefrom in 
proportion to the opening of the throttle, and an 
automatic valve for the pump for closing off the 
discharge thereof when the definite volume cor 
responding to the setting of the throttle has been 
displaced from tile pump, said pump comprising 
two members movable relative to each other to 
displace fuel from between them, one of said 
members being moved in consonance with throttle 
novernents and the other being connected to the 
Waive. 
1. in a carburetor: the combination of a main 
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air passageway; a fuel supply chamber; a fuel 
discharge passageway from the chamber to the 
air passageway, said fuel discharge passageway 
including a fuel flow cpnstriction governing the 
normal rate of fuel flow into the air passageway; 
a by-pass for fuel from the chamber into the air 
passageway around said fuei flow constriction, 
Said by-pass including a cylinder, a piston pro 
jecting into said cylinder, and a plunger carried 
by the piston and provided with a fuel passage; 
a throttle for the air passageway; means for op 
erating said throttle; and a connection from the 
throttle Operating means to said piston including 
Said cylinder. 

18. In a carburetor, the combination of an air 
passage having a throttle, means for operating 
said throttle, a fuel supply chamber, a fuel sup 
ply passage from the chamber into the air pas 
Sage, a Second fuel supply passage subject to suc 
tion by the air flow in the air passage, means to 
operate the throttle, a cylinder member, a piston 
member therefor, a spring for moving one of said 
members with respect to the other to force liquid 
from between them, means including said men 
bers for compressing said spring, an operative 
Connection between said throttle, operating means 
and Said Spring compressing means, and a spring 
for restoring said members to normal position 
after operation. 

19. in a carburetor, the combination of an air 
passage having a throttle, a fuei supply chamber, 
a fuel supply passage from the chamber into the 
air passage, a second fuel supply passage subject, 
to Suction by the air fioW in the air passage, a 
valve normally closing off said second passage to 
prevent fuel from being drawn therethrough, 
means to operate the throttle, a cylinder mem 
ber, a piston renoer therefor, a spring for mov 
ing one of said inenbers with respect to the other 
to force liquid from between them, means inciud 
ing the cylinder and piston for compressing said 
Spring and opening said waive, an operative con 
Rection between said throttle operating means 
and said spring compressing means, and a spring 
for restoring said members to normal position 
after operation. 

20. In a throttle controlled carburetor having a 
Venturi, a fuel supply chamber, a nozzle opening 
into the venturi and connecting with said fuel 
Supply chamber, a collapsible syringe device con 
necting with the fuel supply chamber, said syringe 
being actuated by opening of the throttle for 
ejecting fuel, a separate passageway leading from 
said Syringe device to said venturi, and a waive 
for automatically cutting off connection between 
said device and said passageway after the syringe 
is collapsed. 

21. In a carburetor having a throttle, a fuel 
nozzle, and means for supplying fuel thereto; an 
economizer valve for controlling the flow of ad 
ditional fuel to the nozzle, an acceleration device, 
and an intermediate member actuated in one di 
rection by the opening movement only of said 
throttle and actuated in the opposite directions 
by a spring, said member in turn actuating the 
econonizer valve and the acceleration device. 

22. In a carburetor having a throttle, an accel 
eration device comprising two members arranged 
to pump fuel by movement of either member rea 
tive to the other, one of said members being re. 
siliently mounted and the other moved when the 
throttle is opened. 

23. In a carburetor having a throttle, an ac 
celeration pump comprising a fuel container hav 
ing two relatively movable walls, one of which is 
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yieldable under pressure, the other of which is 
so connected as to be moved toward said one wall 
when the throttie is opened. 

24. In a carburetor having a throttle, an ac 
celeration device comprising a fuel container hav 
ing walls relatively movable to vary the capacity 
of the container, means for moving one of Said 
walls in accordance with the position of the throt 
tle, another of said walls being yieldable in re 
sponse to pressure within the chamber developed 
by movement of said one Wall. 

25. A charge forming device for internal con 
bustion engines comprising, a mixture passage 
adapted to Supply a combustible mixture to the 
intake port of the engine, means for supplying 
fuel and air thereto, a throttle controlling the flow 
through the mixture passage, means within the 
mixture passage for increasing the velocity of 
flow therethrough and means for supplying addi 
tional fuel to said mixture passage at the point 
where the velocity of flow is increased, whereby 
said additional fuel is more readily atomized. 

26. A charge forming device for internal com 
bustion engines comprising, a mixture passage 
adapted to supply a combustible mixture to the 
intake port of the engine, means for supplying 
fuel and air thereto, a throttle controlling the 
flow through the mixture passage, means within 
the mixture passage for increasing the velocity of 
flow therethrough, means for supplying additional 
fuel to said mixture passage at the point where 
the velocity of flow is increased, and means for 
rendering said last mentioned means effective on 
opening movements of the throttle. 

27. A charge forming device for internal com 
bustion engines comprising, a mixture passage 
adapted to supply a combustible mixture to the 
intake port of the engine, means for supplying 
fuel and air thereto, a throttle controlling the 
flow through the mixture passage, a Venturi tube 
in the mixture passage for increasing the velocity 
of flow therethrough, and means for supplying 
additional fuel to said mixture passage within the 
Wenturi tube. On opening movements of the 
throttle. 

28. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of an 
accelerating device comprising a cylinder and a 
plunger operating therein, means for supplying 
fuel to said cylinder, a fuel delivery passage from 
said cylinder to the mixing chamber, means for 
actuating a pressure stroke of said plunger con 
currently with the opening of the throttle and 
for simultaneously connecting said fuel supply 
means and delivery passage, and means for auto 

... natically effecting a retarded closing of said dis 
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charge passage upon completion of throttle-open 
ing movement. 

29. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of an 
accelerating device, comprising a fuel pump dis 
charging into said mixing chamber, means actu 
ated in common with said throttle upon its open 
ing travel for actuating said pump, to deliver a 
charge of fuel therefrom to the mixing chamber 
and for establishing a subsequent abnormal fuel 
flow to the mixing chamber responsive to reduced 
pressure in said chamber, and means effective in 
the open position of the throttle for gradually 
and automatically cutting off such flow. 

30. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor including a mixing chamber and 
means comprising a normal fuel Supply for said 
mixing chamber, means for increasing the fuel 
supply during certain operating conditions, and 
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mechanisms for operating the last named means 
in conjunction with the throttle, said operating 
mechanism including a dash pot for varying the 
effectiveness of said last named means to increase 
the flow of fuel according to the rapidity of oper 
ation of Said operating mechanism. 

31. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of an 
accelerating device comprising a fuel pump dis 
charging into the mixing chamber, a valve con 
trolling the discharge from said pump, means ac 
tuated by said throttle in its opening travel for 
actuating said pump to force a charge of fuel 
into the mixing chamber and for opening said 
valve to establish a subsequent flow responsive 
to reduced pressure in the mixing chamber, and 
means effective in the open position of the throt 
tle for gradually and automatically closing said 
Valve. 

32. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of an 
accelerating device comprising a fuel pump hav 
ing a discharge connection to the mixing cham 
ber, a valve controlling such connection and 
means variably responsive to movements of the 
throttle according to the rapidity of operation 
of the latter for actuating said pump and valve 
from the throttle. 

33. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of a . 
fuel-pump having a discharge connection to said 
mixing chamber, means for supplying fuel to 
Said pump, and an actuating connection from 
said throttle to said pump, said actuating con 
nection being variably responsive to actuation of . 
the throttle according to the carburetor tem 
perature. 

34. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, and 
means establishing a normal fuel supply to said 
chamber, of means for increasing such supply, 
and an actuating connection to the last named 
means from the throttle, varying in its effective 
response to control in an inverse proportion to 
the temperature, under which the control is ex 
ercised. 

35. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of an 
accelerating device comprising a fuel pump hav 
ing a discharge connection to said mixing cham 
ber and a dash-pot forming an actuating con 
'nection to said pump from said throttle, effective 
to vary the response of said pump to a throttle 
movement, according to the rapidity of such 
movement. - 

36. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
Carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of an 
accelerating device comprising a fuel pump hav 
ing a discharge connection to the mixing cham 
ber, a valve Controlling such connection, a dash 
pot operable by the throttle upon its opening 
movement to effect a pressure stroke of said pump 
and an unseating of said valve, Said dash-pot be 
ing variably responsive to said throttle according 
to the rapidity of throttle movement, and means 
for effecting a retarded seating of said valve. 

37. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of a 
fuel pump having a discharge connection to said 
mixing chamber, means for supplying fuel, to said 
pump, a dash-pot operatively connecting said 
pump and throttle, effective to vary the response 
of Said pump according to the rapidity of actu 
ation of said throttle, and spring means estab 
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lishing the normal position of said pump and 
dash-pot. 

38. The combination with a throttle-controlled 
carburetor comprising a mixing chamber, of a 
dash-pot comprising a piston and cylinder, means 
for actuating one. of said dash-pot parts in com 
mon with the throttle, a spring opposing move 
ment of the other dash-pot part responsive to 
throttle actuation; a pump comprising a cylinder 
and plunger, one of which is operatively connected 
to the freely movable dash-pot part, a fuel deliv 
ery passage from said pump to said mixing cham 
ber, means for supplying fuel to said pump and 
means normally closing said fuel supply adapted 
to be opened by a throttle-responsive actuation of 
the dash-pot. 

39. In a carburetor, comprising a mixing cham 
ber and a throttle, means establishing a normal 
fuel delivery to said mixing chamber, a fuel pump 
for temporarily delivering additional fuel to the 
mixing chamber, and an actuating connection 
from the throttle to said pump including a com 
mon means to render said connection unrespon 
sive to gradual throttle movement and to retard 
the suction stroke of the pump. 

40. In a carburetor, means forming a mixing 
conduit, a throttle valve controlling said mixing 
conduit, normal fuel supply means for said mix 
ing conduit, auxiliary fuel supply means for said 
mixing conduit, means for operating said auxil 
iary fuel supply means in response to opening 
movements of said throttle, and a suction oper 
ated device for cutting of said auxiliary fuel Sup 
ply means. 

41. In a carburetor, means forming a mixing 
conduit, an accelerating pump for supplying fuel 
to said mixing conduit and a suction operated 
device for cutting of the flow of fuel from said 
accelerating pump. . 

42. In a carburetor, an air system including a 
venturi, a fuel system for delivering fuel thereto 
and including a plurality of nozzles terminating 
within said venturi, means effective for normally 
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delivering fuel through part only of said nozzles, 
vacuum operated pump means effective for de 
livering an accelerating charge through another 
of said nozzles, and valve means controlled by 
said pump means and effective after delivery of 
the accelerating charge to continue the delivery 
of an enrichening charge through said last men 
tioned nozzle. 

43. In a carburetor including a fuel reservoir 
and having an air passage, a normal fuel System 
for feeding fuel into said air passage, a pick-up 
system including a pump and having an auxiliary 
fuel passage communicating with said air pas 
sage independently of said normal fuel system 
and with said pump, said fuel passage being sub 
ject to the suction in the air passage, and a check 
valve controlling said fuel passage so arranged 
that suction in the air passage tends to close the valve, said valve being adapted to prevent dis 
charging of fuel from said fuel passage and pump 
when the latter is inoperative. 

44. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pas 
sage including a throttle valve, a main fuel sys 
ten for supplying fuel to said fuel mixture pas 
sage, a fuel reservoir, means for temporarily feed 
ing a charge of fuel into said fuel mixture pas 
sage including a pump and an auxiliary passage 
way having an Outlet communicating with said 
fuel mixture passage at an elevation above that 
of the fuel level in said reservoir, said auxiliary 
passageway being subject to the suction in the 
fuel mixture passage, the main portion of said 
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auxiliary passageway being normally filed with 
fuel by the head of fuel in said reservoir, and a 
check valve in said auxiliary passageway located 
below the fuel level in said reservoir for sealing 
said auxiliary passageway against the vacuum in 
said fuel mixture passage and so arranged that 
suction in the fuel mixture passage tends to close 
Said valve. 

45. In a carburetor, an air system including a 
venturi, a nozzle system for delivering normal 
fuel Supply to said Weaturi, a supplemental noz 
zle system for delivering an enrichening charge to 
said venturi, said supplemental nozzle system in 
cluding an operative connection to a source of 
fuel supply and containing both a check valve 
and economizer valve normally so positioned as 
to prevent the supply of fuel through the supple 
mental nozzle system, and means for first closing 
the check valve and then opening the economizer 
valve for delivering an accelerating charge 
through said supplemental nozzle system and 
thereafter establishing an enrichening flow 
through said supplemental nozzle system from 
said source of supply. 

46. In a carburetor, an air system, a nozzle 
system for normally delivering fuel to the air 
system, a supplemental nozzle system having a 
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flow passage including both a normally closed 
economizer valve and normally open check valve, 
and fluid preasure operated means for opening 
said economizer valve and temporarily closing 
said check valve. 

47. In a carburetor, an air system and a float 
, chamber, a nozzle system for delivering normal 

fuel supply to said air system from said float 
chamber, and including a connection with said 
float chamber, a supplemental. nozzle system for 
delivering an enrichening charge to said air sys 
tem and including a second separate connection 
to said float chamber, said second connection 
containing both a check valve and an econouaizer 
valve normally so positioned as to prevent the 
supply of fuel througn the supplemental nozzle 
system, and means for first closing the check 
valve and then opening the ecoaonizer valve for 
delivering an accelerating charge through said 
supplemental nozzle system without disturbing 
the fuel flow through said first mentioned nozzle 
system, and thereafter establishing an enrichen 
ing flow through said supplemental nozzle sys 
tem from said float chamber. . . . 

48. In a carburetor, an air system and a float 
chamber, a nozzle system for deliverin normal 
fuel supply to said air system from said float 
chamber, and including a connection with said 
float chamber, a supplemental nozzle system for 
delivering an enrichening charge to said air 
system and including a second separate eonnec 
tion to said float channer, sadd econd coanec 
tion coattaining both a check valve and an 
economizer valve horsaally so positioned as to 
prevent the supply of fuel through the supple 
mental nozzle system, and vacuum operated pump 
means for first closing the check valve and then 
opening the economizer valve for delivering an 
accelerating charge through said supplemental 
nozzle system without disturbing the fuel flow 
through said first mentioned nozzle system, and 
thereafter establishing an enrichening flow 
through said supplemental nozzle system fr 
said float chamber. 

49. In a carburetor having a main air pas 
sage, a fuel supply chamber, a fuel supply pas 
sage from the chamber having an outlet into the 
air passage, a fuel pump having a stationary 
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cylinder adapted to be filled from the fuel cham 
ber and having a discharge passage communicat 
ing with the fuel supply passage, said cylinder 
having a piston fitting therein, a Spring for ac 
tuating the piston to cause a discharge of fuel 
from the cylinder into said fuel supply passage, 
and a valve controlling the discharge of the 
pump and including the piston. 

50. In combination with a throttle controlled 
carburetor having means for Operating the 
throttle, of accelerating means comprising a pis 
ton and a cylinder, a yielding connection from 
the throttle operating means to the piston, and an 
accelerating fuel feed passage leading from the 
cylinder and controlled by said piston. 

51. In a carburetor, an acceleration pump con 
prising a cylinder adapted to receive fuel, a 
throttle actuated member movable longitudinally 
of the cylinder, a piston slidable on said member, 
and an outlet formed in said member and con 
trolled by the position of the piston. 

52. In a carburetor having a fuel paSSage, an 
acceleration pump comprising a chamber adapt 
ed to receive fuel, a throttle actuated member 
movable longitudinally of the chamber, a pis 
ton slidable on said member and yieldingly urged 
in one direction thereon, and an outlet duct 
formed in said member having one of its ends 
normally obstructed by the piston and its other 
end discharging into said fuel passage. 

53. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pas 
sage, a fuel reservoir, a pick-up Systern including 
a pump having a fuel inlet communicating with 
said reservoir and an outlet passage communicat 
ing with said fuel mixture passage, a check valve 
in said fuel inlet, and means controlling said 
outlet passage for sealing the latter against the 
vacuum in said fuel mixture passage when said pump is inoperative. 
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54. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pass 
sage including a throttle valve, a fuel reservoir, 
means for temporarily feeding a charge of fuel 
into said fuel mixture passage including a pump 
and having a fuel passageway communicating 
with said fuel mixture passage, the main por 
tion of said fuel passageway being normally filled 
with fuel by the head of fuel in said reservoir, 
a valve in said passageway normally preventing 
the fow of fuel therethrough under the in 
fluence of the suction in said fuel mixture pas 
Sage when said pump is inoperative, means as 
sociated with Said valve for moving the same to 
an open position by the pressure of the fuel in said 
passageway when said pump is actuated, and 
yielding means for closing said valve when the 
pressure of the fuel in said passageway falls be 
low a predetermined value. - 

55. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pas 
Sage including a throttle valve, a fuel reservoir, 
means for temporarily feeding a charge of fuel 
into said fuel mixture passage including a pump 
and having a fuel passageway communicating 
With said fuel mixture passage, the main portion 
of said fuel passageway being normally filled with 
fuel by the head of fuel in said reservoir, a valve 
in said passageway normally preventing the flow 
of fuel therethrough under the influence of the 
suction in said fuel mixture passage when said 
pump is inoperative, means associated with said 
valve for moving the same to an open position by 
the pressure of the fuel in said passageway when 
said pump is actuated, yielding means tending to 
close said waive, and mechanism operable upon 
opening movement of said throttle for actuating Saidpump. 
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56. In a carburetor having a throttle and a fuel 
reservoir, an acceleration device comprising a fuel 
chamber communicating With the reservoir, an 
actuating member positively moved when the 
throttle is opened, fuel-displacing means in the 
chamber slidably related to said actuating men 
ber, resilient means engaging the actuating men 
ber and the fuel-displacing means to yieldingly 
resist sliding movement therebetween under the 
influence of fuel pressure when the device is actu 
ated, and a check valve preventing flow of fuel 
from the chamber to the reservoir. 

57. In a carburetor, having a throttle and a 
fuel reservoir, an acceleration device comprising 
a fuel chamber having a restricted connection to 
the fuel reservoir, an actuating member movable 
in consonance with throttle position, a fuel-dis 
placing member in said chamber slidably related 
to the actuating member, and resident means 
transmitting the force of the actuating member 
to the fuel-displacing member. 

58. In a carburetor having a throttle, actuating 
mechanism therefor, and a fuel reservoir, an 
acceleration pump comprising an actuating mem 
ber connected to the throttle actuating mech 
anism to be positively moved when the throttle 
is opened, a fuel chamber having a restricted con 
nection to the reservoir, fuel-displacing means in 
the chamber slidably related to the actuating 
member, and resilient means transmitting the 
movement of the actuating member to the fuel 
displacing member. 

59. In a carburetor having a throttle, actu 
ating mechanism therefor, and a fuel reservoir, 
an acceleration device comprising an actuating 
member movable in accordance with throttle 
position, a fuel chamber receiving fuel from the 
reservoir, a piston in the chamber slidable on the 
actuating member, a connection between the ac 
tulating member and the piston including resilient 
Inleans designed to transmit force from the actu 
ating member to the piston, and means operative 
at least during the Working stroke of the piston to 
restrict the flow of fuel from the chamber to the 
reservoir. 

60. In a carburetor having a throttle and a fuel 
reservoir, an acceleration device comprising an 
actuating member movable in accordance with 
throttle position, a fuel chamber supplied with 
fuel from the reservoir, a fuel-displacing member 
in the chamber, a sliding connection between the 
actuating member and the fuel-displacing mem 
ber including resilient means for transmitting 
force from the actuating member to the fuel 
displacing member, and a pressure-responsive 
fuel inlet valve controlling the flow of fuel be 
tween said chamber and said reservoir. 

61. In a carburetor, a throttle valve, an actu 
ating member movable with and by the throttle 
valve, a pump to supply additional fuel to the 
mixture when the throttle valve is opened and 
including an independently movable element, and 
also including a positively operated prime acting 
member movable with respect to said movable 
element and a yieldable connecting member be 
tween said movable pump element and said prime 
acting member, and means to positively actuate 
the prime acting member and hence cause the 
yieldable member to impart continuous pumping 
stroke to the movable member during a limited 
period of time, said means being operated by 
said actuating member which is movable with 
and by the throttle valve. 

62. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pas 
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fuel mixture from said passage, means for regul 
lating Said throttle valve, a pick-up mechanism 
including a pump cylinder having an Outlet con 
municating . With Said fuel mixture passage, a 
piston in said cylinder, a plunger extending in 
advance of and movable relative to Said piston 
having a stem actuated positively, by said throttle 
valve regulating means for discharging fuel into 
Said mixing chamber Simultaneously with the 
opening of Said throttle, and resilient means 
coacting between Said stem and said piston yield 
ably urging the latter toward said plunger for 
Supplementing the discharge of fuel during open 
ing of said throttle valve and for continuing the 
discharge of fuel from said cylinder for a limited 
period after said throttle valve is opened. 

63. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pas 
sage, a throttle valve for controlling the flow of 
fuel mixture from Said passage, apparatus for 
regulating said throttle valve, a pick-up mecha 
nism including a cylinder having an outlet com 
municating with said fuel mixture passage, means 
actuated positively by said throttle valve regulat 
ing apparatus for discharging fuel into said fuel 
mixture passage simultaneously with the opening 
of said throttle, a piston in said cylinder, and a 
yieldable member bearing between said positive 
acting fuel discharging means and Said piston 
for imparting a delayed fuel discharging action 
to the latter. 

64. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pas 
sage, a throttle valve for controlling the flow of 
fuel mixture from said passage, apparatus for 
regulating said throttle valve, a pick-up mecha 
nism including a cylinder having an outlet con 
municating with said fuel mixture, passage, a 
plunger slidably mounted in said cylinder oc 
cupying substantially less than the full cross 
sectional area, thereof and having a stem actu 
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11. 
ated positively by said throttle regulating appa 
ratus, a piston slidably mounted on said stem 
located between said plunger and the outer end 
of said cylinder and having an outer periphery 
closely fitting the inner periphery wall of said 
cylinder, an abutment on said stem, and a spring 
bearing between said piston and said abutment 
normally urging said piston toward said plunger. 

65. In a carburetor, pick-up mechanism in 
cluding a cylinder, a pair of relatively movable 
fuel-displacing members slidably mounted in said 
cylinder, one of said members being in close fit 
ting relation with the inner periphery of said 
cylinder and the other member occupying less 
than the full cross-sectional area of Said cylinder, 
means for positively operating the latter fuel 
displacing member including rigid actuating ele 
ments, and resilient means bearing between said 
rigid elements and the close fitting fuel-displac 

- ing member for operating the latter. 
66. In a carburetor having a fuel mixture pas 
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sage, a throttle valve in said passage, apparatus 
for-regulating said valve, pick-up pump mecha 
nism including a pump cylinder, a pair of rela 
tively movable fuel-displacing members in said 
cylinder, one being in close fitting relation with 
the inner peripheral walls of said cylinder and 
the other occupying less than the full cross-sec 
tional area of said cylinder, rigid actuating ele 
ments connected with said throttle valve regulat 
ing means for positively actuating the latter 
member simultaneously with the opening of Said 
throttle valve, and a yieldable actuating element 
coacting between said rigid elements and the 
close fitting fuel-displacing member for impart 
ing a delayed action thereto during opening of 
said throttle valve, DON COE, 
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